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A novel manifestation of the Hall effect in conducting materials, semiconductors included, in the 

temperature range 77 K – 300 K has been experimentally observed. The nature of this phenomenon is 

the appearance of magnetically controlled currents on the opposite boundaries of Hall devices 

between which Hall voltage is also generated. The surface currents are a linear and odd function of 

the strength and direction of both the supply current and the magnetic field.  The results are examined 

with great number of probes and original measuring methods. This new mechanism is demonstration 

of the Lorentz force on moving charges in conducting materials. The discovered sensor behavior could 

enrich the possibilities for surface characterization and determine the key parameters in materials, 

such as conductivity, carrier concentration and carrier mobility. The dependence of the surface 

current to various measurements may be useful for inventing of many types of micro transducers for 

pressure, light, chemical quantities etc. 
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Introduction 

A multitude of discoveries in surface science was 

related with its interface. Diodes, transistors, micro- 

and nano-sensors, memory, lasers etc., all exploit 

interfacial or surface phenomena [1]. It is enough 

mentioning the quantum Hall effect, high-temperature 

superconductivity, colossal magnetoresistance, 

graphene, etc. [2]-[5]. However, their exploration and 

practical utilization require conditions, very different 

from the common ones, such as strongly low 

temperatures, high magnetic induction and pressure, 

etc.  

E.H. Hall in 1879 observed that when an electrical 

current I passes through a rectangular gold structure 

placed in a magnetic field B, a voltage VH proportional 

to the current I and to the field B is developed across 

the sample in a direction perpendicular to both 

measurands I and B, VH ~ IB. [6].  This Hall effect is 

the basis of many practical solutions, measurement 

methods, applications and sensors used, for example, 

in robotics and mechatronics, information technology, 

automation, submarine and space exploration, etc. [7], 

[8]. The challenge for our experiments was the lack of 

correct answers to some unknown questions related to 

the origin of the Hall phenomenon, as: how the Hall 

voltage VH exist across the structures after Lorentz 

force is balanced by the Hall field (FL = FH) upon 

complete restoration of the initial  homogeneity of the 

current paths in the sample or how the condition is 

attained where the electric current is pressed, but not 

moved towards one side of the classical rectangular 

Hall plate; how, then, in the absence of a Lorentz 

deflection, negative or positive charges maintaining 

the field EН (the voltage VH) are continuously 

generated on both lateral sides of the plate and how 

these additional charges are statically localized on the 

lateral sides of the Hall structure in case of existing 
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biasing electric field Es? However, during the 

experimental characteristics investigation of silicon 

Hall devices, unexpectedly, a phenomenon was 

revealed which is not the result of some well-known 

theory or model, nor has been expressly observed or 

proven ever before. This mechanism has provided to 

observe magnetically controlled currents on the 

opposite boundaries of Hall devices within a wide 

temperature range [9, 10]. This article summarizes the 

key and underdeveloped ideas and results related to 

the discovery of magnetically controlled surface 

current and motivated the new interpretation of Hall 

sensors operation. Also key experiments were 

repeated again and verified with new samples and 

measuring methods. So how else, right is Friedrich 

Nietzsche that no truths of last instance. 

Measurement methods for surface current 

Figure 1 shows a simple experimental surface 

current registration setup. In these cases, a voltage V is 

recorded; i.е. the measuring device should necessarily 

feature input resistance many times greater than the 

resistance between contacts C3 and C4. 

However, this arrangement has been modified to 

measure electric current IS, Fig. 1. A key requirement 

for this purpose is that the input resistance of the 

measuring device is many times smaller than the 

resistance of the zone between points C3 and C4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1. Orthogonal activated Hall element with two side 

contacts C3 and C4 for measuring the surface current IS. 

The bulk and surface components of the supply IC1,2 are 

shown too. 

This change in the circuitry has not been used so 

far, but it resolves the problem of the surface current 

measurement. The surface current IS is formed in the 

two regions, 1–C3 and C4– 2. Initially, the current 

IS(В = 0) with supply IC1,2 = const in the absence of a 

magnetic induction, В = 0, is measured, after which 

the field В is switched-on. The magnetically 

controlled surface current Im(В) is given by the 

relation ∆Im(В) = IS(В) - IS(0).  

For additional verification of the observed property 

in conducting materials, we propose and test an 

original modification of the measurement method. 

Figure 2 shows an alternative arrangement to the 

circuitry from Fig. 1, but very suitable for plates with 

planar ohmic contacts. In the lack of field В = 0, it 

maintains equipotentiality of ohmic contacts C3 and 

C4. This is achieved by the two variable resistors R1 

and R2, thus connected to supply E, to establish in all 

cases the potential equity VC3 = VC4 

The condition in this case is that the values of the 

load resistors are many times greater than the internal 

resistances of the respective zones in the 

semiconducting structure, R1, R2 >> RC3,4, RC1,3, RC2,4. 

The circuit tuning is achieved in two stages. In 

position 1 of the switch, using a standard voltmeter 

and variation of resistors R1 и R2, equipotentiality at 

zero field B = 0, of points C3 and C4 is established. 

Then, the switch is turned to position 2, and magnetic 

field В ≠ 0 is established.  

According to the ammeter readings, the value of 

the magnetically controlled current, Im(В), is recorded. 

Various modifications, including electronic ones, may 

be used as ammeters. Another advantage of the 

arrangement from Fig. 2 is the possibility to 

automation of the measurement process, thus 

eliminating the need to determine the difference 

between the starting current IS and its value in a 

magnetic field В. 
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Fig. 2. Original nulling potentiometric arrangement used 

for surface current measurements on planar IC Hall 

samples. 
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As well as with the Hall effect experiments, the 

obligatory condition to achieve high precision is the 

offset compensation. The approach for receiving low 

temperatures in the range T  ≥ 77 K were achieved by 

an appropriate cryostat for magnetic measurement 

using liquid nitrogen, [9] 

Samples, setup and results 

Since we talk about a qualitatively new effect it is 

necessary the results to be confirmed again many 

times with different samples. Only in the highest 

degree of experimental data repetition can be sure that 

the phenomenon is a scientific fact. Therefore, we 

realized different structures and carried out new 

experiments. For this purpose we also use original 

measuring methods.  

The experiments were conducted with n-silicon 

samples (Fig. 2) fabricated using standard planar 

technology. The technology fabrication of the novel 

samples is described in [9]. The dopant donor 

concentration in the substrate was n0 = ND = 4.3 х 1015 

cm-3
, the resistivity was ρ ≈ 7.5 Ω.cm. The heavy 

doped n+ regions C1, C2, A1 and C4 obtained by ion 

implantation playing the role of ohmic contacts 

featured concentration 1020 cm-3. Samples with contact 

depth wc ≈ 1 μm were used. The geometrical size of 

contacts C1, C2, and C3 and C4 was 10 x 150 μm2, and 

10 x 100 μm2 respectively. The distance lC3.4 was 50 

μm and 75 μm, and the substrate thickness was about 

300 μm, according to Fig. 2. The substrate served as 

an active transducer region. Three sample series were 

tested, implemented at three different times, coming 

from different fabrication batches. These came wire-

bonded, in ceramic packages with the top cover with 

epoxy over the n-Si dies.  

To test the novel circuitry from Fig. 2, the 

experimental results previously obtained with the 

scheme in [9], have been compared with those 

obtained using the setup from Fig. 2. To provide data 

comparability, the same device design and sizes of the 

n-Si chips, as those described in detail in [9] were 

used, but the probes were new and unstudied. Since 

the internal resistance Rint characteristic of the 

individual regions between contacts C1, C2, C3 and C4 

is about 420–450 Ω, the chosen nominal value of both 

resistors, R1 and R2, is R1 = R2 = 10 kΩ. Our 

experiments use an electronic pA ammeter type HP 

4140B featuring relative error of 0.5 % in the range IS  

≤ 10-2 A. The errors for such a comparative 

investigation are as follows: the voltages have been 

measured with approximate accuracy of 0.15 % and 

resolution of 0.05 %; the currents have been 

determined with the same typical accuracy of 0.5 % 

whereas the resolution of the current measurement is 

no more than 0.1 %  or no more than about 40 - 50 

pA. It should be noted that the ultimate error in our 

experiments is determined not by their electric part, 

but by the magnetic measurements, [7,11]. Our 

electromagnet is of Weiss type, with water cooling, 

whereas with supply power of 1.2 kW and distance 

between the poles of 20 mm, the induction was В = 

2.0 ; the diameter of the poles was 60 mm. The 

magnetic field was measured and regulated using an 

orthogonal KSY type Hall sensor, which was 

calibrated using a Metrolab 3-D magnetometer. The 

magnetic measurement errors introduced by the used 

Hall sensor and the calibrating Metrolab instrument 

are no more than 0.5 %. The inevitable hysteresis of 

the electromagnet with magnetic field commutation ± 

В is accounted for, which is about 0.2–0.3 % of the 

maximal value, Bmax = 2.0 T. Therefore, the magnetic 

measurements’ resulting error did not exceed ≈ ± 2.0 

%. The experiments were carried out under dark 

conditions, firstly at  a room temperature Т = 23 º , 

which is maintained constant with accuracy of ± 0.3 

º  within the range 18 ≤ T ≤ 28 º . Secondly, the 

examination were accomplished in the range 77 K ≤ T 

≤ 280 K with accuracy of ± 0.5 º . A suitable 

minithermostat was used, controlled by the base-

emitter voltage VEB(Т) of n-p-n Motorola MTS 102 

silicon transistor as a diode temperature sensor, 

operating in constant current mode.  

Figure 3 shows the typical experimental 

dependences of the surface current Im(В) as a function 

of the magnetic field B, obtained using the 

arrangement of Fig. 2, with the supply IC1,2 as a 

parameter. The ratio of the surface current Im(0) ≡ IS 

to the supplying IC1,2 in the absence of a magnetic field 

is about α = IS/IC1,2  ≈ 8 %. Ten new probes, collected 

from three sample series implemented at two different 

times and coming from different fabrication batches 

have been examined experimentally. 

The comparison of the obtained dependences in 

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 with those from [9], [10] shows that, 

in first approximation, they was very similar, 

regardless of the measurement method and samples. 

Therefore, the key conclusion is that the experimental 

facts from [9] have been confirmed by another 

measurement approach and new samples. In our 

opinion, at this stage, such verifications are 

obligatory, since the new phenomenon should be 

approbated many times minding its fundamental 

impact on magnetic-field sensorics. The surface 

current change ∆Im(B) was linear and odd function of 

the strength and direction of both the bias current IC1,2 

and the magnetic field B. The behaviour of these 
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characteristics (Fig. 3) coincide to the Hall voltage 

VH(B).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.  Linear and odd magnetic control of the surface 

current as a function of the magnetic field B, the supply 

IC1,2 is as a parameter. The initial current at field B = 0  

is compensated in advance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4: the surface current as a function of the magnetic 

field B, the supply IC1,2 is as a parameter at T=77 K. The 

initial current at field B = 0 is compensated in advance. 

 

In our investigation, the classical Hall effect 

VH1,2(Is,B) originated over the same boundaries 

irrespective of  the existence of the surface currents 

Im(Is,B). If the direction of field B or supply current 

IC1,2 be reversed, the polarity of current ∆Im(B) would 

also change (as well as the Hall voltage VH). The very 

low value of factor α ≈ 8 % showed that the observed 

phenomenon was related to the surface layer. At 

temperature T = 77 K (Fig. 4), however, after the 

linear section in the beginning, a tendency for 

saturation of the current ∆Im(B) followed. While at 

temperature Т = 300 K, the characteristics were 

symmetrical with respect to point B = 0, at Т = 77 K, 

the curves were non-symmetrical. 

The explanation of magnetically controlled 

surface current 

General conditions  

The proposed phenomenological model was 

developed based on n-type semiconductor (silicon) 

Hall element with rectangular form and orthogonal 

activation, which is shown in Fig. 5. Its length l 

exceeds its width w and thickness t, l >> w; l >> t. 
The other fixed parameters of the Hall element were: 

ρ – resistivity of the material at room temperature Т = 

300 К, n0 – equilibrium concentration of the major 

carriers – electrons, in this case. Along the x axis, 

electric field Е ≡ Ех = (Ех, 0, 0) from external supply 

(not shown in Fig. 1) was applied, generating in the 

sample current I ≡ Ix,0 = const with density J ≡ Jx, В 

standing for magnetic induction. The direction of 

current Ix,0 was the real one – from the power supply’s 

minus to its plus. To facilitate consideration, the 

scattering mechanisms of the charge carriers were not 

accounted for, i.е. the expression for Hall coefficient 

was RH,n = 1/qn0, whereas in the numerator, the 

scattering pаrаmeter r was omitted. In а magnetic field 

B ≡ Вz аt а condition μnB << 1, under the action of the 

laterally deflecting Lorentz force FL,y, the negative 

electrons concentrate on the left near-to-surface zone 

of the sample, where μn is the electrons mobility.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5. Sketch of a rectangular Hall device. The non-steady-

state electrons on the left Hall side generate in a field B 

magnetically controlled surface current Is(B). 

 

On the right side, because of their shortage, the 

immovable donor ions ND dominate, having the same 
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concentration, as the concentration of the electrons n0, 

and total positive charge, equal to the charge of the 

electrons on the opposite surface, N- = ND+. The 

process in which the resulting force of the total field 

ЕН,у from the accumulated electrons and the stripped 

donor ions balances force FL,y continues for about 10-9 

–  10-10 s. The electrical equilibrium thus disturbed by 

force FL,y generates Hall field Ех and the related with 

it Hall voltage VH = RHIB = EHw. A key factor in our 

discussion is that, in the absence of a magnetic field В 

= 0, as a result of the applied external electric field Ех, 
current Ix flows not only in the bulk of the sample, but 

also along its surface, both Hall edges including. This 

detail may seem obsolete, but it contains in itself the 

precondition for the origin of magnetically controlled 

surface currents in solids. The surface density of the 

electric charges ∆Qs on the left and right Hall 

boundaries of the sample and the capacitance Cs, Fig. 

1, may be determined, similarly to the case of parallel-

plate capacitors, by the expressions: 

(1)   ∆Qs = CsVH  ; Cs ≈ ε0εs/w 

where Cs is the capacitance per unit area between the 

Hall boundaries charged by Lorentz force FL,y and 

perpendicular to Hall field ЕН, and ε0εs is the 

permittivity [7], [12]. 

Actually, the permittivity of the Hall sensor 

semiconductor is much greater than the pаrаmeter ε0εs 

of the surrounding space, with no other conductive 

bodies in the vicinity of the device. This condition is 

hardly achievable and, almost always, the Hall edges 

are capacitively coupled with other bodies. The 

convenience of expression (1) used in electrostatics is 

that the reason for the disturbed electric neutrality, i.e. 

whether the additional charges are static, as in 

classical capacitors, or for some reason, they are in 

motion, is of no importance. In our case, the essential 

circumstance is that the electrons concentrated 

additionally on the left side of the sample, Fig. 1, are 

movable, while the positive ions on the right side, due 

to the doping, are immovable. Thus, the electric 

neutrality on the left boundary, disturbed in magnetic 

field В by Lorentz force FL,y, is maintained at a fixed 

excess level ∆n(Ix,0,B0) = const. by electrons incoming 

from one of the sample’s supply electrodes, with 

exactly the same number of charges leaving its 

opposite contact. As stated in [10], with Hall effect, 

the processes take place in the near-to-surface area, 

whose size is equal to the screening length LD named 

Debye length, LD = (ε0εrkT/q2n0)
1/2, or LD ~ 1/ND. 

Within an area of such length, the electroneutrality of 

the Hall boundaries of the structure from Fig. 1 are 

disturbed. At a distance LD from a maximal value on 

the surface, the concentration n of the electrons drops 

to its equilibrium value n0 

Derivation of the kinetic equation 

The surface density Ns of the charge carriers – 

electrons and positive donor ions in a magnetic field В 

on the right and left Hall edges of the sample, Fig. 1, 

are determined by the expression: 

(2)     Ns = Qs/q 

On the other hand, the density Ns may be 

expressed as a product of the change dn ≈ ∆n in the 

concentration n of the charge carriers on the right, 

accordingly left surface layer of the sample with 

thickness dw = LD: 

(3)   Ns = dndw = dnLD 

For the conductivity g of the left, accordingly 

right layer of the sample with thickness LD = dw, it 

may be written as: 

(4)   g(LD,B) = g(LD, B = 0) + dg = σ(tLD/l) + 

dσ(tLD/l)     

 

(5)    dg = dσ(tLD/l)   

where: σ is the conductivity of the semiconductor 

material, and dσ is its change on the right, accordingly 

left Hall layer with thickness LD resulting from the 

change in the concentration of the charge carriers dn 

caused by Lorentz force; dg is the change in 

conductivity of the left, accordingly right Hall layer 

with thickness LD = dw. 

In the absence of a magnetic field, В = 0, the 

conductivity g of the Hall boundary of the sample is: 

(6)  g(LD, B = 0) = σ(tLD/l) = (1/ρ)(tLD/l)    

Using equation (3) and the well-known 

relationship dσ = dnμn, where the electrons mobility 

μn is μn = 1/ρnq, the following expression for the 

change in conductivity dg is obtained: 

(7)  dg = dnqμn (tLD/l) = dnq(1/ρnq) (tLD/l) = 

(1/ρn)(t/l)dnLD = (t/lρn)Ns 

Using (1) and (2), the quantity dg may be 

expressed, as follows: 

(8)      dg = (t/lρn)(Qs/q) = (t/lρn)(CsVH/q) = 

(t/lρn)[( ε0εs/w)(1/qnt)( Ix,0B)]/q =   

= [(ε0εs)/(lwρq2n2)](Ix0B) 

In the absence of magnetic field, В = 0, the surface 

current Is through the left, accordingly right Hall 

boundary, Fig. 1, with thickness dw = LD, is 
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determined by the applied supply voltage Vx and the 

conductivity g(LD,B = 0), determined by (6): 

(9)   Is (LD,B = 0) = Vxg (LD,B = 0) 

The supply voltage V ≡ Vx is determined by the 

supply current Ix,0 and the resistance of the sample R, 

Vx = Ix,0R, whereas R = ρl/wt. 

The change in the current dis in a magnetic field В 

through the left, accordingly right Hall layer of the 

sample with thickness LD, formulae (5) and (7), 

resulting from the increased/decreased concentration 

dn of the charge carriers under the action of force FL 

is determined by the applied supply current Ix,0 and the 

change in the near-to-surface conductivity dg: 

(10)  dIs(В) = Ix,0Rdg(B) 

Confirmation of new interpretation 

It is of interest to simulate, using equation (10), the 

magnetically controlled surface current dIs for specific 

structures and magnetoelecric parameters, and to 

compare the obtained results with the available 

experimental data. Let us consider a classical n-Si 

sample having a rectangular shape, with orthogonal 

activation, and electron concentration n0 = ND = 4.5 x 

1021 m-3, temperature Т = 300 K (room temperature), 

resistivity ρ = 0.01 Ω.m, with supply currents: Ix,0 = 5 

x 10-3 А and Ix,0 = 10 x 10-3 А, and magnetic induction 

within the range – 1.6 T ≤ B ≤ 1.6 T. With these 

parameters, Debye length is LD = (ε0εkT/q2n0)
1/2 =   

61.7 x 10-9 m, whereas with silicon permittivity ε0εs ≈ 

12 [7,12]. The simulation was performed using the 

software package MАTLАB. 

а) Let us calculate the current dIs through the left, 

accordingly right layer of the sample from Fig. 5, with 

the following geometric parameters: l = 300 x 10-6 m, 

w = 100 x 10-6  m, and t = 20 x 10-6 m. In the absence 

of magnetic field, В = 0, the current Is through layer 

with thickness LD, determined by formula (9), Is (LD, B 

= 0) = 6.17 x 10-6 А.  

The behavior of the change in surface current ∆Is 

through layer with thickness LD in field В ≠ 0 is 

shown in Fig. 6. As may be seen, the calculated 

relationship ∆Is(В) is a linear and odd function of 

magnetic field B, just as the function of Hall voltage 

VH(В) on the magnetic field. 

b) This case differs from the previous (а) only in 

the length l and width w of the sample which have 

been reduced five-fold, i.е l = 60 x10-6 m and w = 20 x 

10-6 m, the other parameters being the same. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Simulation of surface current Is(B) according to 

equ tion (10). The supply currents are   Ix,0 = 5 x 10-3 A and 

Ix,0 = 10 x 10-3 А, the induction is within the range – 1.6 T ≤ 

B ≤ 1.6 T. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 7. Simulation of the current Is(B) with fivefold  

reduced sample dimensions. 

 
The change in the surface current ∆Is through layer 

with thickness LD in field В is shown in Fig. 7. The 

relationship is a linear and odd function of the 

magnetic field B, just as the dependence between Hall 

voltage VH(В) and the magnetic field. In the absence 

of a magnetic field, В = 0, the current Is through Hall 

side layer with thickness LD is equal to Is(LD,B = 0) =            

30.85 x 10-6 А 
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Overall conclusion 

The magnetically controlled surface current Is 

might provide abundant information about the carriers 

sign, concentration and mobility of an unknown 

material, Fig. 3. The repeated dependences’ 

asymmetry (deviation from the straight line) for the 

current Is(B) at nitrogen temperature T = 77 K may be 

interpreted by the various parameter changes caused 

by mechanical strains and stress on the surface and in 

the bulk of the structure at extreme environmental 

conditions. Identification of scattering process, defects 

and surface parameters by the current Is(B) is possible. 

According to our experiments, the surface current Is  is 

highly sensitive to the surface properties. That’s why 

various measurands such as pressure, light, chemical 

quantities etc. may also be sensed by the variation of 

the current Is using suitable sensor devices.. The 

experimental evidence of the magnetically controlled 

current in Hall devices provide a new aspect in the 

interpretation of  the Hall effect as a difference of two 

non-equilibrium surface currents on the opposite 

boundaries induced by the Lorentz force. This leads to 

change in potentials VH1 and VH2 between the 

respective Hall structure sides. 
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